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The Kurds who have been ignored by the sovereign states are once more passed
over when the humanitarian aids are at the top of the agenda. Thus, they have

unfortunately violated the loyalty for the universal principles of humanitarian aids.  
In order to remove the deficiency mentioned above and thus to bind up albeit a
bit the wounds of the Kurds who hava been war victims; the Kurdish Aid Institu-
tion under the name of Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê was established in Germany at
1993. Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê has keep on its loyalty to the universal aid princi-
ples since the date of establishment. 
Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê has worked for providing the core and emergent necessi-
ties of victimized people based on the principle of humanitarianism and disrespect
of all race, class, religion and thought distinctions. Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê has
supported the mutual understanding, friendship, cooperation and lasting peace
among the people based on the context of the universal aid principles. It rejects
to behalf of any parts at any conflicts as a core principle.
Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê is an independent and a voluntary aid institution. It
does not look after of any benefits during its services. 

The essential principles of International Aid Institutions
based on in their own works are respectively

Humanitarianism,
Non-discrimination,

Impartiality, Independency
Voluntarism, Unity,

Universalism

English
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Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê has never ever been a part in the enemities, and fall into
the political, racial, religious and ideological contradictions. By following this
principle, Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê has gained trust of everybody.
Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê is a voluntary aid institution. It does never think of its
own benefits during the aid services. 
In the context of these principles, Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê implemented the cam-
paigns and projects of 2016 with these following aid organizations:

1-   Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê e. V.  - Germany 
2-   Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê -France
3-   Stichting Koerdische Rode Halve Maan – Netherlands
4-   Kurdistan Rote Halbmond Schweiz (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê )– Switzerland
5-   Koerdische Rode Halve Mann VZW (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê ) – Belgium
6-   Kurdish Red Moon (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê ) – United Kingdom
7-   Mezzaluna Rossa Kurdistan Italia Onlus (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê) – Italy
8-   Kurdiske Røde Halvmåne Norge (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê) – Norway
9-   Kurdistan Red Moon (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê) – Japan
10-  Roja Sor a Kurdistanê – Austuria
11-  Kurdiska Röda Solen  (Roja Sor a Kurdistanê )– Sweden
12-  Stötteforeningen Mesopotamians Sol  (Roja Mezopotamya) -  Denmark
13-  Anatolia Cultural Foundation – Canada
14-  Heyva Sor a Kurd – Rojava
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The peace dialogues and meetings which initiated for finding a peaceful and
democratic solution for the Kurdish Question in 2013 were unfortunately

ended in 2015.
As published in the media, in September of 2014, “The Plan of Getting Col-
lapsed” which was an example of special war doctrine was prepared in the details
by the Undersecretary of Public Order and Security. Afterwards, this plan was
presented to the Presidency of the Chief of Staff. Lastly, this “42-43” paged
sealed as “secret” plan was presented to AKP Government, and later this plan
was approved and gone into operation by the government. The main targets of
this plan was consisting of the dimensions like bombing Kurdish cities, towns,
and neighborhoods; forcing inhabitants to emigrate from their native lands;
killing 15-20 thousands Kurdish people, and shutting down of Kurdish media.
Unfortunately, this plan which has close similarities with Eastern Reformation
Plan aiming denial and assimilation of the Kurds had just initiated only after the
June Elections that increased the hopes and wishes of the people for a lasting
peace and a democratic society.
Turkish State began a devastation operation in Kurdistan after the 7 June 2015
general election. Differentiating from 1990’s and 2000’s war periods, these opera-
tions and conflicts initiated at the urban centers and resulted very heavy damages.
Turkish Military Forces turned to the city centers into the unlivable areas by the
conventional weaponry like tanks, tops, and machinery rifles etc which are only
used during the wars.
Principally right to live and the other fundamental rights and liberties were vio-
lated in many cities and towns of North Kurdistan during the curfews imposed

A General Overview of 2016
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since August 2015. In these attacks, thousands of civilians people including chil-
dren and women were wildly murdered by special operation police teams who are
called as “Esedullah Timleri” and thought to be main responsible of quite serious
human rights violations.
At the result of these attacks 400 thousands inhabitants were forced to emigrate
from their native areas. The shops, workplaces, and houses were harshly damaged.
The private properties and houses were confiscated based on the Expropriation
Law. Thus, the region was incurred hard losses economically, and poverty in-
creased much more degrees. The State invaded the people’s native life areas by im-
posing them a forcibly ethnic cleaning. 
The words of a young boy standing at the front of a house collapsed down by the
State forces in Cizîr city has expressed the dogs of war concretely, and said: “They
gave me a 4-5 kilos weighted bag full with meat and bones, and said me that this
was my father.”
Many reports have been written about the human rights violations done during
these attacks by the nongovernmental organizations. Yet, the data in the reports
have not pictured the wild war damages sufficiently since the researchers could not
achieve to the all areas due to the ongoing war conditions.
In accordance with the data got from nongovernmental organizations and munici-
palities of the region, approximately 400 thousand people were forcibly imposed
to the immigration. The houses of people who migrated were either damaged or
totally collapsed down due to the heavy bombardments. The people who were
forced to abandon their homes during the conflicts and attacks could not even
able to get their private goods and properties.
The great part of 400 thousand migrates have been reduced to live either in bad
conditioned rented houses with all together or in the tents which have any sorts
of understructure and clean water.
Many human rights violations existed during the curfews so-called “Maintaining
Public Order” which were lasted for months, day to day and continuously at 35
cities of 9 provinces. In accordance to the Turkey Human Rights Foundation’s
(TİHV) report, 310 civilian people were killed during the curfews time in between
16 August 2015 and 18 March 2016. Among these people, 72 of them were kids,
62 of them were women, and 29 of them were over sixty age. At least 180 of
these civilian people, whose information had got about their deaths, were re-
ported that they were killed at the borders of their houses. The numbers of killed
civilian people at the borders of their homes in only city of Cizîr are 137! 
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Many civilian people who had taken shelter in the basements of the buildings in
Cizîr were burned and perished at the stake by the Turkish State forces although
numerous calls were done to the international institutions. UN Human Rights
High Commissar Zeyd Raad el Hüseyin made a written declaration underlying
that they had been received many notices of human rights violations about Turk-
ish military operations in Cizîr city. He was focusing: “the most worrisome
among all these notices is the news based on witnesses about killing as burning of
more than 100 people taking shelter in three basements which were encircled by
security forces in Cizîr!” 
According to the data of the GABB (Union of Municipalities of South East Re-
gion) Damage Assessment and Forced Migration Report dated to 30 June 2016,
the balance of daily life has totally disconcerted, and the social and economic ac-
tivities have completely stopped at the cities of Sûr, Cizîr, Nisêbîn, Şirnex, and
Gever whose the degree of damage and destruction were at the very high level.
The social services of municipalities like Hezex, Sîlopî, and Cizîr were blocked to
be carried out, and their authorities were de facto passed on to the districts gov-
ernorships.

Ferqîn/Amed
Six curfews had been announced at the Ferqîn district of Amed province during
various intervals, dozens of people had been killed, and wounded at the operations
done by the state forces since 18 August 2015. Great levels of destruction had
been carried out in three neighborhoods of the district, and in between approxi-
mately 20.000 and 25.000 people were forced to emigrate of their houses and
workplaces in these neighborhoods (Tekel, Konak, and Mescit), where the most in-
tense conflicts were taken place, based on the information got from local sources.

The Data of Destruction & Migration
According to the Provinces and Districts
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Nisêbîn / Mêrdîn
According to the damage assessment work at the end of November 2015: 149
workplaces, 357 houses, 1 house of condolence, 1 house of community were dam-
aged; the substations were targeted and bombed; and the degree of damages
schools suffered could not be assessed due to the lack of secure and safe condi-
tions of research. To the local sources, %70 of buildings in the city was totally de-
structed. During the conflicts, 65.000 inhabitants of Nisêbîn were forced to
emigrate.

Sûr / Amed
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Sûr / Amed
The military operations started by State Forces at 2 December 2015 took 103
days. As results:
• 5440 families were forced to emigrate from Sûr city.
• When the satellite photos and the views and pictures published through media

were studied in details, it was clearly assessed that the gross part of the struc 
tures  and buildings of this city’s neighborhoods had been totally destructed
since the operations ended at March 2016.

• The great part of the registered historical structures and constructions taken        
place at the I.Buffer Zone of Amed Walls which are registered as World Cul
tural Heritage by UNESCO were hardly damaged by used artilleries and heavy 
arms. The historical texture of the streets dated back to the Roman period was
substantially ruined due to the ongoing destruction activity by the State Forces.

Gever / Colemêrg
Five times curfew announcement was declared in Gever between August 2015 and
March 2016. Approximately the whole city was affected from operations of the
State Forces after the last curfew announced at 13 March 2016.
At the results of carried out researches at the whole city, it was assessed that 3133
of constructions were slightly damaged, 647 of them were medium-damaged, 787 of
them were heavy-damaged, 867 of them were totally destructed, and 1336 of them
were burned. The traces of shoots on the constructions which are certainly results of
the mutual conflicts are so few that almost absent.
According to the researches, 6928 families were forced to emigrate from Gever city. 

Şirnex/Navend
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Şemzînan / Colemêrg
Nearly complete of the city was damaged during the conflicts carried out in
Şemzînan at August 2015. According to the Damage Assessment Study done by
Şemzînan Municipality at 20 November 2015, 122 workplaces, 5 public buildings
and 42 houses were damaged. The substantial amount of this damage was as-
sessed as 2.500.000 Turkish Liras. After the conflicts, 723 families migrated from
Şemzînan to Gever.

Şirnex / Merkez
The military operations started just after the curfew announced at 14 March
2016 in Şirnex took 82 days. The curfew dated 8 months in complete ended 14
November 2016. The nine of total-12 neighborhoods in Şirnex were completely
destroyed and demolished by state forces. On account of the fact that all the
neighborhoods located at the centre of the city center were influenced due to the
operations, the migrated population to the other cities is more than the half of
inhabitant population. 

Cizîr / Şirnex
The total population of Cizîr is 112.973. The amount of population directly influ-
enced from the conflicts and operations are 67.162 people. According to this car-
ried out study’s data, 9.800 buildings were damaged, 6.800 of them were
relatively less damaged, 1.750 of them were middle-damaged, 1.250 of them were
heavily damaged.
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Silopî / Şirnex
“Urgent Nationalization Judgment” was enacted by the government about the
neighborhoods of Barbaros, Başak, Cudi, Karşıyaka, Şehit Harun Boy, Nuh,
Yenişehir, and Yeşiltepe at 6 March 2016. The destruction process of these con-
structions at these quarters has still continued. Until this moment, 260 houses de-
fined as heavy-damaged were destructed. 
Along with that the numbers of them were not been assessed exactly, the families
subjected to the process of forced migration from Silopî have been detected to mi-
grate the cities of Wan, Êlih, Dîlok, Mersin, and Adana. 

Hezex / Şirnex
As the result of the damage assessment research, 1.200 constructions were dam-
aged. In the context of applications done to the Fire Brigade Directorate of
Hezex Municipality, approximately 150 houses were fired. 
The government did not give permission to these families for setting up tents. By
the contrast, the families left no choice but obliged to set up tents were fined by
the government officials. 

Gimgim / Mûş
During the conflicts and curfews at August 2015, almost all the population of the
city which is 10.241 were influenced from these happenings.
In total, 91 houses and workplaces were damaged. 

Cizîr
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The regional war at Kurdistan and the Middle-East resulted in to the one of the
biggest tragedy of the history of humanity. The regional war and DAISH at-

tacks which left behind six years from now on at Syria, Rojava, Iraq and South
Kurdistan caused to more than a few hundred thousand peoples’ deaths, hundreds
of thousands peoples’ getting injured and forced migration of more than six mil-
lion peoples’ from their houses and original lands. The Turkish State’s and their
related gangs’ attacks went increasingly on against to the Kanton Efrin of Rojava,
the region of Şehba, and Halep city. Tens of civilian people were killed and tens of
thousands people were forced to emigrate from their original lands and countries. 
At August in 2014, the DAISH terrorist gangs invaded the Şengal region, and
carried out massacres of Êzîdî Kurds. At the results of theses wild attacks, hun-
dreds of Êzîdi Kurds were killed, thousands of their women, young and even
adult girls were held hostages. Tens of thousands of them left their villages, and
took shelter to the mountains. The DAISH invasion was ended approximately 15
months at 13 November 2015, and Şengal became free of the terrorists gangs.

Rojava and South Kurdistan    
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Şengal was totally devastated and wrecked so that the great parts of buildings
were demolished. A part of the Şengal’s people who had been forced to emigrate
after the invasion was able to turn back. But an important part of them has not
yet turned back to their land due to the lack of opportunities and the ruined situ-
ation of Şengal city. Thousands of people have still tried to survive in jerry built
houses and tents with quite hard and difficult conditions on the Şengal Mountain.
Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê sent the great percentage of its aids to the North Kurdîs-
tan in 2016 because Turkish State had implemented the devastating and war pol-
icy towards urban sites. Nevertheless, Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê succeed in sending
an important portion of support to health projects and other kinds of campaigns
implemented at Rojava and Şengal area. Our aid to the Rojava and Şengal areas
is going to continue by the Heyva Sor a Kurd-Rojava in 2017.
Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê is going to continue the project started this year in 2017,
sending a monthly aid to the 100 children living in Başurê Kurdistan. 

OUR PROJECTS
I- EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE PROJECT
This project has been implemented in order to convey emergent support and assis-
tance to the needy and deprived people who became victim of the cases of emer-
gency like wars, natural disasters, epidemics etc.

a- THE AID SENT TO NORTH KURDÎSTAN IN THE CONTEXT OF EMER
GENCY ASSISTANCE PROJECT

The Kurdish nation exploited by sovereign states was always left on her own
against all occasions of victimization and deprivation during and after wars and
destructions. On account of this, Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê, defining its human and
ethical responsibility, has taken action for saving people subject to the attacks of
Turkish State’s forces.
Accordingly, as a first step our national assistance and aid institution Heyva Sor a
Kurdîstanê sent 328 thousands Euro to the people of Cizîr, Sûr, Silopî, Nisêbîn,
Dêrik, and Kerboran  in January 2016.  Later a great aid campaign was initiated
with the decision  taken on 03.03.2016.  
At the beginning of the March, 328 thousands Euro and 30 thousands Canadian
Dollars, and at the end of the same month 710 thousands Euro, i.e. a total of 1
million and 366 thousands Euro and 30 thousands Canadian Dollars were sent to
the people of ruined and devastated cities by their Local Assemblies of People.  
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In May, further 300 thousands Euro and 40 thousands Swiss Francs were sent for
these cities. 
Furthermore, Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê sent to Gever’s people 240 thousands
Euro and 30 thousands Canadian Dollars in June in order to support them for
rebuilding and repairing their houses and sites which were almost leveled with the
ground by Turkish State.

b- THE AID SENT TO ŞIRNEX IN THE CONTEXT OF EMERGENCY ASSIS
TANCE PROJECT

Being conscious of a humanitarian and ethical responsibility and duty Heyva Sor
a Kurdîstanê started a campaign in September for saving Şirnex’s people who
were under  attack of Turkish State’s forces. As a short-run target of this cam-
paign, providing them with the tents, stoves, beds, and blankets for the winter
was aimed.  
After just only a short while of our campaign, this time Turkish State targeted the
tents of this people whose houses they had destroyed and whose people they had
victimized only a short while ago. These tents were totally destroyed, and shelter-
ing conditions of people were completely eliminated. 
Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê sent them 25 thousands Swiss Francs at September, and
500 thousands Euro and 30 thousand Dollars towards the end of October at the
context of solidarity campaign with Şirnex’s people.

c- THE OTHER AID SENT IN THE CONTEXT OF EMERGENCY ASSIS
TANCE PROJECT

1-  As financial aid 50 thousands Euro for the needy and deprived families living
in Helep city, and 20 thousands Euro for the same families living in Efrin 
canton were conveyed to them in the context of project for sending aid to Rojava.

2- 100 thousands Euro financial aid was sent to the families victimized due to the
Antep massacre.

3- A total of 3000 Euro including two equal parts of financial aid was sent to 
two victim families living at North Kurdîstan for their most urgent needs.

4- Valued to 250 thousands Yen of food aid was distributed to the victims of Ku
mamato earthquake in Japan by the voluntary activists of Kurdistan Red 
Moon (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê) – Japan.
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The Sibling Family Project is one of the most important and valued project of
the Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê. Based on this campaign, the victimized families

of war in Kurdîstan had the opportunity to meet each other face to face and
make empathy mutually with those of supporter families. Although this project
had many problems regarding the organization due to the oppression and preven-
tion done by the Turkish State, both the “Sibling Family Project” and financial
aid done by supporter families were certainly transmitted to the needy people, al-
beit there appeared some delays. Based on the truth of phrase “Only the Kurds
are able to bandage the wounds of the Kurds”, the campaign was supported by a
quite large attendance of people. Furthermore, this campaign was also supported
significantly by the other people’s attendance from the different nations. The de-
termined amount of monthly aid in the context of Sibling Family Project is at
least 150 Euro. In order to remove of the victimization state of families, these
aids must be continued for at least one year. In this context, 4621 families in
total have received this aid.

III- THE PROJECT OF TRANSMITTING THE AID DONE DURING THE 
HOLY DAYS FEAST OF SACRIFICE AND RAMADAN TO THE NEEDY
PEOPLE

In the context of holy Feast of Ramadan, 10.400 food packets at a value of 460
thousands Euro and 20 thousands Swiss Francs were bought and distributed to
the needy and victimized people living at Gever, Şirnex, Nisêbîn, Cizîr, Sûr,
Silopî, Dêrik, Kerboran, and Hezex by the local People Assemblies.

THE SIBLING FAMILY PROJECT
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Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê transmitted 3000 sacrificial animals at the value of 540
thousands Euro donated by our people living abroad to the victimized and needy
people who were both still living and forced to emigrate to the other cities from
their cities Sûr, Cizîr, Şirnex, Nusebin, Gever, Silopî, Hezex, and Kerboran.

Children were also heavily affected and victimized by the war waged by Turkish
State in Kurdîstan. 

According to the data in the report written by TİHV (Turkish Human Rights
Foundation) about the violations of right of life during the curfews in Kurdish
cities, at least 38 children lost their lives at Cizîr in between 16 August 2015 and
18 March 2016. There is also a 35 days-old baby among those lost their lives.
During this time of war, neither the regular health checkup nor the vaccination of
the children was done. Furthermore, the children were not brought to the hospi-
tals during these curfews. These data are based on the interviews done with par-
ents. In accordance with the information got from local sources, due to the heavy
physiological traumas felt by children, many of them stopped to speak and talk. 
Based on this approach, in 2016:
1.  In the context of aid project for orphan and needy children, 60 thousands

Euro were sent to 100 children living in South Kurdîstan.
2.  In the context of aid project for orphan and needy children, 283 thousands

Euro were sent to 295 children living in North Kurdîstan. 
3.  In the context of support for education, 25.200 Swiss Franc were sent to 110

children living in North Kurdîstan.
4.  In the context of support for children’s education, 3 schools which heavily de

stroyed in Kobanê during the attacks of DAISH gangs were repaired and re
built. Thus, these children were able to restart their education in these schools.
For this project, 30.500 Euros was sent. 

V-  HEALTH PROJECT
1.  In January, 5 thousands Euro were sent to Heyva Sor a Kurd, the Rojava’s 

aid institution, for health services.
2.  For prosthetic legs of movie producer Ms. Lisa Çalan who lost her legs dur

ing the Amed Massacre at June 2015, 90 thousands Euro were paid. 
3.  For another person’s prosthetic foot who was got heavily injured, 15.339 

PROJECT FOR THE CHILDREN
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Swiss Francs were paid. 
4.  For a young person’s prosthetic foot who lost one of his leg at the huge ex

plosion at Ankara on October 2015, 2 thousands Euro financial aid were sent.
5.  In March, two physiotherapists were sent to Rojava from Italy in order to pro

vide health services for the injured people.
6.  A person victimized due the war was paid 2.500 Swiss Francs for the ex

penses of treatment and platinum wires for the broken bones.
7.  In May 2016, a surgeon and a nurse were sent to Rojava from Italy for med

ical treatment and services.
8.  On the other hand the needy and victimized people applying our institution

from Kurdîstan for their hospital, medicine, doctor treatment, prosthetics etc.
expenses, 148.164 Euro financial aid were sent.

9.  In the context of Project of Aid for Health in Rojava, 50 thousands Euro fi
nancial aid were sent. This aid was spent for the hospitals’ and the other 
health institutions’ cleaning and personnel expenditures, located in Rojava and
Şengal, by Heyva Sor a Kurd.

10.  In the context of Project of Aid for Health in Rojava, 35 thousands Euro fi
nancial aid was sent to Heyva Sor a Kurd. This aid was spent for construct
ing a Health Center located in Til Temir city.

11.  A huge truck of medical materials and drugs was transported to Efrin Can
ton. 7.500 Euro was paid for transportation expenditure.

12.  In the context of ongoing construction a Nursing Home project in Rojava, 
3.795 Euro were sent. 

13.  In September, a parent of a child injured as the result of a gas explosion ap
peared in Amude Camp located at Rojava was paid 3 thousands Euro for 
medical treatment.

14.  In the context of medical services provided by a health center located at 
Amed city, 1.800 Euro were sent.

15.  Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê has provided support for the project of Mobile Hos
pital in Rojava which has been pioneered by an association called as Cadus
in Germany. In order to support for this project, a solidarity activity was or
ganized, and all revenues of this activity were given  for this project. At the
same time, this project has been supported for providing medical devices.

16.  The hospital, started to be constructed at Kobanê in 2015 was finished and
has begun to provide health services to the people. We supported this project
by sending 500 thousands Euro.
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VI- SUPPORT PROJECT FOR THE INITIATIVE OF PEACE MOTHERS IN
KURDÎSTAN AND TURKEY

The Initiative of Peace Mothers who has been working quite hard in order to
make stop the war and destruction going on in Kurdîstan and Turkey and to
achieve to the peace for years was helped with 7.980 Euro financial aid.

VII- THE PROJECT FOR SOLIDARITY WITH ILL PRISONERS
As it is known that prison sentence only foresees limitation of a person’s freedom.
While a person is imprisoned, his fundamental humanitarian needs and rights
aren’t been restricted. Based on this perspective, in 2016 Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê
sent 12.840 Euro to the ill prisoners who have been imprisoned under very heavy
conditions and faced  arbitrarily restrictions of medical treatment in Turkish
State’s prisons. 

On 23 January Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê (HSK), the institution of aid to Kur-
dîstan, realized its 24. Congress in the city of Bonn located in Germany. 

In the speeches done, it was said that Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê, with its all capa-
bilities, should reach out with its aid to the needy people of Kobanê and Şengal
in 2015. After the speeches, the yearly reports of activity and finance were ap-
proved by the delegation. 
The delegates of Congress declared their opinion and proposals in order to make
2016’s activities more influential and significant. In the Congress, it was officially
decided that Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê would use all of its capabilities in order to
reach with aid our people living under the cruelty of Turkish State at the cities
like Cizîr, Farqîn, Silopîya, Sûr, Nisêbîn, and Kerboran located in North Kurdîs-
tan. The election done at the last session of Congress, Dr. Rojvan Bilgin, Suat
Yalçın, Amira Osso, Vahdettin Kılıç, and Çekdar Uruç were re-elected to the mem-
bership of administrative council of Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê. Dr Rojvan Bilgin
was elected as the president of the institution.

Heyva Sor a Kurdîstanê (HSK),
the institution of aid to Kurdîstanê
realized its 24. congress.




